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faCebook fans 
(geograPhiCal reaCh)

Rank RankCountry CountryFans FansPercentage of
Fans Base

Percentage of
Fans Base

6,888,601 1,230,9731 6%31 %5

4,514,556 725,8992 7%20 %3

2,696,629 602,0683 8%12 %2

2,689,976 577,1804 9%12 %2

1,533,746 468,1005 10%6 %2
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twitter fans 
(geograPhiCal reaCh)

Rank RankCountry CountryPercentage of
Fans Base

Percentage of
Fans Base

1 6%38 %3

2 7%7 %3

3 8%7 %3

4 9%6 %2

5 10%4 %1
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Percentage of
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434,642 84,6411 6

335,077 78,0992 7

260,625 71,6903 8

218,016 59,2604 9

89,054 49,5605 10
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Youtube fans 
(geograPhiCal reaCh)

Country Country PCTSubscribers 
/ May 2020

Subscribers 
/ May 2020

429,996 138,569 %5

301,811 54,356 %2

262,123 45,354 %1

190,887 39,180 %1

178,052 31,389
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Alaraby News Channel
A political news channel that follows developments, 
presents news and analyses the various dimensions and 
implications of the events.
“Alaraby TV” adopts an approach that prioritizes integrity 
and objectivity. It provides accurate information in its news 
and political segments, fortified by a sober and in-depth 
reading that relies on diverse points of view.
“Alaraby TV” has various offices in a number of countries 
around the world, including the United Kingdom, Qatar, 
Tunisia, Lebanon, Yemen, Iraq, the Unites States of 
America, Palestine (in each of Ramallah, Gaza and 
Jerusalem), Libya, Algeria and Jordan; in addition to an 
extensive network of 63 correspondents in countries all 
over the globe.
“Alaraby TV” broadcasts interactive news bulletins and 
covers news round the clock. It also broadcasts a range of 

talk shows, political satirical programs, documentaries and 
investigative films.
“Alaraby’s” various programs address the core concerns 
of Arab citizens, through following their problems, 
communicating their aspirations, and committing 
to making the voices of marginalized groups heard, 
especially those who have been silent or silenced amid the 
commotion of major events and political bickering.
“Alaraby TV” considers every human being as its target and 
destination; it strives to support human rights, address 
the pains and hopes of people, and shed light on their 
innovations and accomplishments everywhere.
“Alaraby TV” channel has a fresh and youthful essence 
which pulsates with life. It knows its viewers well, and it 
aspires that, through its distinguished qualities, it can win 
their loyalty in a crowded media market.

who are we?



Alaraby Channel 2
“Alaraby 2” is a diverse channel offering cultural and 
entertainment content that appeals to the tastes of 
various Arab viewers.
The channel offers a variety of programs that combine 
high-end entertainment, culture, history, music, cinema 
and the arts.
The programming plan for “Alaraby 2” includes cultural, 
social and artistic programs that address the interests of 
Arab viewers, such as health, technology, cinema, arts, 
music, travel and sit-coms. It also shows outstanding films 
by independent film directors, classical plays, and highly 
acclaimed Arab and foreign productions.
The channel aims to provide the audience with cultural and 

entertaining content that merges elements of motivation, 
challenge, and curiosity towards learning and constructive 
criticism. The channel aspires to attract dynamic Arab 
youth who are determined, active in their societies and 
hold progressive views.
“Alaraby 2” believes in human rights and values, 
defends freedoms and democracy, rejects all forms of 
discrimination, and supports the right to education, work 
and a decent life. It thus completes the mission of the 
first channel in its effort to provide top notch content 
that voices the aspirations of the Arab youth and acts as a 
platform for them to communicate, engage in dialogue and 
practice openness. 
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“Alaraby TV’s” Website
The website of “Alaraby TV” provides comprehensive, 
multimedia news coverage of Arab and international 
events. It allows users to access a diverse network of 
political and social shows and to watch the programs 
that the TV broadcasts at a time of their choice and 
convenience. 
“Alaraby TV” website, www.alaraby.com, was launched 
in its new format on January 25, 2021, on the sixth 
anniversary of the founding of “Alaraby TV” channel.
The website offers the latest news and reports of interest 
to Arab browsers, in the fields of politics, economy, 
society, sports, technology and more, in a modern format 
that reports comprehensive information by combining 
written text, image and video.
The website’s coverage relies on “Alaraby TV’s” network 
of correspondents, in addition to a number of regional and 
local offices, as well as international news agencies.
The website offers multiple services and layered 

categories, as it seeks to provide a satisfactory browsing 
experience that takes into consideration the diverse 
interests of Arab followers:
 The breaking news service which follows the events as 
they happen.
 The latest news and news stories under various 
categories and through multimedia.
 The continuous news bulletin which communicates 
news to the Arab reader in chronological order.
 Live news coverage that keeps up with Arab and 
international developments.
 Round the clock live broadcast of “Alaraby TV” channel.
 Video on demand, so that viewers can watch episodes 
of various shows and video reports produced by “Alaraby 
TV” at a time of their choosing.
 “Ana Alaraby,” which is an interactive digital platform 
that produces video clips that provide an innovative, 
modern and comprehensive news service.
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“Alaraby TV’s” Platforms
“Alaraby TV” presents its content across a network of 
multiple platforms in a framework of integration and 
interaction between its multimedia content and the 
audience.
 “Alaraby TV’s” website: www.alaraby.com 
 “Alaraby TV” on “Facebook”
 “Alaraby TV” on “Twitter”
 “Alaraby TV” on “Instagram”
 “Alaraby TV” on “YouTube”

 “Ana Alaraby” on “Facebook”
 “Ana Alaraby” on “Twitter”

Viewers can follow the broadcast of “Alaraby TV” via 
satellites, TV service providers and media providers, in 
accordance with the broadcast frequencies specific to each 
region. The live broadcast can also be watched on “Alaraby 
TV’s” website or via its applications on Google Play and the 
App Store.
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Since its launch in 2015, «Alaraby TV Network» has 
succeeded in cementing its place as one of the Arab world's 
most credible and trusted channels.

Our Vision
We aspire to play a vital role in the Arab world by offering 
audiences an independent, professional media platform 
that promotes dialogue, knowledge and culture. Our work 
is guided by the values of pluralism, transparency and 
co-existence, far from any sectarian, regional or partisan 
polarization. This is because we aspire to be more than a 
TV channel; we wish to be the platform that connects the 
various components of the Arab world. 

Our Mission
Our goal is to follow the ever-changing political and social 
scenes in the Arab world and present our audience with 

professional, objective, and credible coverage of their 
social, political, and cultural affairs. We are proud of our 
Arab identity and heritage and promote its richness and 
diversity over all of our multimedia platforms.

Our Values
Based on what our audience expects of us, and in 
commitment to our standards and responsibilities, we have 
defined our core values as follows:
 Integrity, credibility, and professionalism.
 Transparency, equality, and promoting a culture of 
dialogue.
 Avoiding polarizations and partialities of all sorts.
 Respecting all religions, cultures, and ethnicities.
 Nurturing a work environment that encourages 
creativity, innovation, and self-development, with the 
effective utilization of digital technologies.
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Thank You
alaraby.com


